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Building Employee Culture around Carbon Efficiency
•

For 2021, Alaska added a carbon efficiency metric (CO2e/ASM) into the allcompany bonus plan (PBP: Performance-Based Pay)

•

All employees (22,000+) have a role in improving our carbon performance, and
10% of the annual bonus comes from achieving our target

•

Our foundational belief is that our success in carbon will come from embedding
carbon efficiency into our culture, as we have done with safety
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ALASKA’S SAF HISTORY
2009: First domestic carrier to join the Sustainable Aviation
Fuel Users Group
2011: First airline to fly multiple (75) commercial passenger
flights with SAJF from used cooking oil
2015: First “alcohol-to-jet” test flight in partnership with Gevo
2016: First commercial flight globally using forest residuals as
a feedstock: WSU & NARA partnership
2018: Partner MOUs with SEA, SFO, and Neste Fuels to scale
mainstream adoption
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ALASKA’S SAF HISTORY
2020: First ongoing use of SAF (for Alaska, and at SFO airport)
in August from Neste -- other airline offtakers include
American and JetBlue
2020: October launch of Microsoft “Renewable Routes”
business travel, using SAF to zero-out the climate impact of
Microsoft employee travel on their most frequent Alaska
routes
2021: Partner with WSU / ASCENT on a two-year funding of
research to accelerate SAF in the PNW
2021: April announcement of MOU with SkyNRG Americas to
jointly work on PNW SAF production
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Microsoft SAF Partnership, Fall 2020:
• Long-term, multi-year partnership to forge mutual working relationships to promote
environmental sustainability and the use of Sustainable Aviation Fuel (SAF) to reduce carbon
emissions associated with airline travel.
• Directly ties to Microsoft’s leading climate pledge (carbon negative by 2030, remove all
historical emissions by 2050)

What it is:
• Reduce MSFT’s travel footprint through “Renewable Routes” on Alaska Air routes from SEA
to California.
• Send joint market signals to promote and develop the SAF market
• Aspiration for local PNW SAF projects

SkyNRG Americas MOU, April 2021:
• Partnership to advance sustainable aviation fuel made from municipal solid waste in the
PNW
o

Advance truly sustainable production of SAF and develop supply in the Pacific Northwest

o

Engage partners for a commercially viable and scalable future for sustainable fuels

o

Help drive necessary policy changes that will encourage development of the SAF industry across the
Pacific Northwest and the nation as a whole

• SkyNRG Americas approach
o

Initially focus on dedicated SAF production facilities to supply Western U.S. airports

o

Use commercially available technologies that enable the use of municipal solid waste and other
waste-based inputs as feedstocks, as well as incorporating green hydrogen and renewable energy for
minimizing carbon intensity
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